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A B S T R A C T

Inducing local structural heterogeneity is one of the most attractive strategies to enhance the piezoelectricity
in lead-free piezoceramics, while the underlying mechanisms have not been well clarified, such as phase
coexistence and domain boundary. Here, we mainly focus on analyzing the structure evolution mechanism of
0.96(K0.48Na0.52)(Nb1−𝑥Sb𝑥)O3-0.04(Bi0.5Ag0.5)ZrO3 (0≤𝑥≤0.1) (KNN) lead-free piezoelectric ceramics to study
the intrinsic structural contributions from chemical modifying and/or alloy replacement. We explore the
relation between structural characteristics and physical functionality by combining macro-spectral and micro-
heterogeneity characterizations. It was found that Raman- and infrared-active phonon evolutions with respect
to the motion of oxygen octahedron reveal the enhanced lattice symmetry when x increases to 0.06, along
with the upswing optical electronic transitions. Moreover, we clarify the local heterogeneous structure of
ceramics in terms of the spatial distribution of phonon traits on the micron scale accompanied with the
atom-resolution polar vector state. The detected nanoscale atomic displacement clusters are directly related
to the excellent polarization properties. Additionally, the phonon thermodynamics evolution was investigated
in a wide temperature range of 80-720 K with unpolarized and polarized geometries. The detailed phase
transition evolution and rhombohedral–orthorhombic–tetragonal multi-phase coexistence have been confirmed
with Sb incorporation. The present work boosts the understanding of the compound-structure-functionality
relation of KNN-based heterophase coexistent system, which could promote the development of the promising
high-performance piezoelectric materials.
1. Introduction

Potassium sodium niobate (K0.5Na0.5NbO3, KNN) based material
presents a rapid piezoelectricity enhancement in the last twenty years
[1]. Accompanying with its ultrahigh recoverable energy storage den-
sity, promising biocompatibility, and satisfying piezo-catalytic activity,
KNN-based system has been regarded as an advanced comprehensive
functional material in the future applications [2–4]. However, the mod-
erate performance and strong temperature dependence of polarization.
properties are the formidable obstacles for KNN-based piezoelectric
system [5]. Inspired of the significant d33 value with the orthorhombic–
tetragonal (O–T) phase boundary by Saito et al. [6] many works
have been focused on the exploration of composition-dependent phase
boundary [7]. Recently, the emerging new phase boundary (NPB)
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has attracted much attentions due to its overwhelming d33 improve-
ment and excellent temperature stability in KNN-based ceramics [8,9].
The essential trait of the ceramic with NPB is that the phase tran-
sition temperature points of rhombohedral–orthorhombic (TR−O) and
orthorhombic–tetragonal (TO−T) can be simultaneously shifted to room
temperature by chemical modification, which will construct the multi-
phase coexistence of rhombohedral–orthorhombic–tetragonal (R–O–T)
at commercial grade temperature. The R–O–T coexistence at NPB not
only leads to the low polarization anisotropy, but also contributes to
the easy polarization rotation of dipole, thereby further benefits for
excellent piezoelectric properties [10]. In this regard, the crucial factor
of NPB construction is to select the appropriate additives for KNN-based
ceramic and tailor their content in the synthetic process.
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Among the investigated dopants in B-site from ABO3 perovskite
ype, such as Ti, Zr, Hf, and Ta [11–14], the equivalent doping by Sb
ons can concurrently decrease the TO−T temperature and increase the
R−O value at the superior shifting rates. It results from the stronger
ovalency between Sb 5𝑠 and O 2𝑝 orbital, which could stiffen the B-O
etwork to inhibit the ferroelectric distortion and lead to a low energy
arrier and flatten B cation potential slope [15]. Hence, Sb5+ cation is

the most popular additive to achieve the NPB construction in most of B-
site replacements. Actually, our previous report has also presented that
the diffused phase with Sb doping can effectively contribute to a two-
fold piezoelectric coefficient increase from 274 pC/N for x = 0 to 539
pC/N for x = 0.05–0.06 and a strain stability in a broad temperature
range for KNN-based ceramic [16]. Nevertheless, the NPB behavior and
structural variation have not still been clarified because only the main
effects on piezoelectric properties from the doping have been presented.

While the realization of NPB may be the state-of-the-art method
to acquire high piezoelectricity of KNN-based ceramics, the majority
studies mainly focus on optimizing the physical performance so far.
However, the doping effects on phonon dynamics and electronic transi-
tions of KNN-based ceramics with NPB, which reflect the conformation
of the molecule in its current state, have not been well investigated. In
addition, the identification and distribution of crystalline phases, which
play a guiding role in functional improving and material designing,
have been rarely reported so far. In fact, the macroscopic and micro-
scopic physical properties of single crystal or ceramic materials can be
studied in depth by condensed matter spectroscopy. The direct method
involves detecting variations in the lattice structure and electronic
structure through photon energy or wavelength, thereby establishing a
connection with the physical mechanism and understanding the intrin-
sic motivation. As we know, Raman scattering and infrared reflectance
(IR) spectra are the nondestructive and complementary spectroscopic
approaches to study the mesoscopic-scale structure and transformation
process by analyzing the temperature or pressure dependencies of
phonon anomalies and renormalization [17,18]. Particularly, Raman
spectroscopy is a very sensitive tool to study the structural defor-
mation of perovskites at a local scale, which not only can identify
basic phase transformation but also detect subtle spectral alternations
and reveal the underlying structural changes [19,20]. Furthermore,
as a useful tool to obtain dielectric functions of material, spectro-
scopic ellipsometry (SE) can provide important insight on the electronic
transitions with the effect of temperature and component. Therefore,
how to connect the above condensed matter spectroscopy with the
microstructural analysis and derive the reasonable phase characteristics
and physical functionality could be one of the important issues. This
is because the study will bridge the macro-spectral properties and
micro-heterogeneity behaviors for KNN-based ceramics.

In this work, a NPB pattern with R–O–T multi-phase coexistence
from 0.96(K0.48Na0.52)Nb1−𝑥Sb𝑥O3-0.04(Bi0.5Ag0.5)ZrO3 ceramic has
been successfully constructed by the Sb doping. We focus on eluci-
dating the chemical effect on the lattice dynamics and temperature-
driven coupling processes, as well as on the relation to the optimized
physical properties. The Raman- and IR-active phonon modes have
been identified with different Sb contents. Correspondingly, the en-
hanced structural symmetry and interband electronic transitions have
been presented when x surpasses 0.06. Notably, the local structural
heterogeneity were revealed by the spatial distribution of phonon char-
acteristics and atom-resolution polar vectors, which give the extrinsic
contribution of macroscopic performance. The inherent characteristics
of Raman-active phonon frequency, linewidth, and depolarization ratio
have systematically clarified the correlations between lattice vibra-
tion and phase transition by analyzing the thermal kinetics of BO6
octahedra with unpolarized and polarized scattering geometries. This
work would provide the primary evidences for understanding the phys-
ical correlation between the polycrystalline structure and macroscopic
2

performance in KNN-based ceramics.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. The synthesis method of ceramics

0.96(K0.48Na0.52)(Nb1−𝑥Sb𝑥)O3-0.04(Bi0.5Ag0.5)ZrO3 (KNNS𝑥-BAZ,
x = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10) ceramics were synthesized by the
conventional solid-state reaction method. A certain stoichiometric ratio
of K2CO3 (99%), Na2CO3 (99.8%), Nb2O5(99.5%), Sb2O3 (99.99%),
Bi2O3 (99.999%), Ag2O (99.7%) and ZrO2 (99%) powders were mixed
and then ground 24 h by ball-milled method. The homogeneous mix-
ture was pre-sintered at 1123 K for 6 h in air. And then the powder was
pressed into a disc of 10 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness under 10
MPa. Thereafter, the disc was sintered at 1323 K for 3 h and naturally
cooled down to room temperature. The detailed preparation process
could also be found in the previous reported [16]. Note that all the
ceramics were double-polished before spectral measurements.

2.2. The microstructure characterizations and spectral measurements

The crystalline structures of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics were determined
by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Japan SmartLab), with a Cu-K𝛼 radiation
source. The surface morphology of ceramic is detected by atomic force
microscopy (AFM, Dimension Icon, Brucker). The high-angle annular
dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
specimen was prepared by the focused ion beam method (Nanolab
Helios 650). The HAADF-STEM analyses were carried out on a double
spherical aberration (Cs) corrected JEM-ARM300F microscope operated
at 300 kV. The distribution of positional relationship between these
atoms is determined using Calatom software. The STEM image was
performed Gaussian filter for a Gatan digital micrograph to remove
the zero-frequency and high-frequency noise above the information
transfer limit. The initial coordinates of atoms were determined by
threshold method of the filtered image. Qualified atomic regions are
firstly selected manually and then the precise atom coordinates will be
exported by multiple-ellipse fitting method [21]. Finally, the network
of the vector relationships of the neighbor atoms will be expressed and
after that the diagram of the polarization vector can be drawn out.

Raman spectra were collected on a micro-Raman spectrometer
(Jobin-Yvon LabRAM HR 800 UV) in the frequency range of 80–
1000 cm−1 with a 532 nm exciting laser. A Linkam THMSE 600
heating/cooling stage was equipped for the temperature-dependent
Raman experiment in a wide temperature range of 80–720 K. Note
that all scattering spectra are corrected by the Bose–Einstein tem-
perature factor. The polarized Raman spectra were recorded upon
parallel-polarized (VV) and cross-polarized (VH) scattering configu-
rations. Raman mapping of ceramics was realized on a motorized
XY -stage. The selected area of 5 × 5 μm consists of 34 × 34 pixels (1156
spectra).

The IR reflection spectra at the range of 80–1000 cm−1 were mea-
sured by a Bruker Vertex 80 V Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(Bruker Co., Billerica, MA) equipped with a 6-μm-thick mylar beam
splitter, a DTGS detector, and a Hg lamp source. A gold mirror was
adopted as a reference due to its absolute reflectance. The SE experi-
ments were performed by near-infrared-ultraviolet optical ellipsometry
(J. A. Woolam Co., Inc.) from 210 nm to 1350 nm with a spectral
resolution of 5 nm. The incident angle was fixed at 70◦ incident angle.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The anomalous phonon evolutions with new structural states

Fig. 1(a) shows the XRD patterns of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics with
different Sb content. No secondary phase was detected, indicating
the homogeneous solid solution can be remained with Sb5+ doping
[22]. Generally, the intensity ratio of {002}𝑝𝑐 diffractions of perovskite
subcell around 2𝜃 ≈ 45◦ could identify the phase structure [23]. The
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Fig. 1. (a) The XRD patterns of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics with different Sb content. (b) The corresponding enlarged XRD patterns. Note that each spectrum is shifted in intensity for
clarity. (c) The relative intensity ratio, (d) the peak position, and (e) the position difference of (002) and (200) diffraction peaks, respectively.
Fig. 2. (a) The Raman spectra of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics with different Sb content at room temperature. The frequency variation trend of (b) 𝜈1 and (c) 𝜈1+𝜈5 phonon modes with
increasing the Sb content, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
enlarged patterns around 45◦ peaks have been well fitted in Fig. 1(b)
and the related peak features were collected in Fig. 1(c–e). The relative
intensity ratio I (002)/I (200) from the ceramics with x = 0 is 0.75, which
implies the O–T coexistence phase in this content. Thereafter, the ratio
decreases to 0.36 when x increases to 0.06, indicating the more T phase
content has generated. As the Sb content increases continuously, the
ratio reduces to 0. In addition, two peaks of (002) and (200) shift
toward each other and gradually merge into a single peak when the
case of x > 0.06 appears in Fig. 1(d) and (e). The generated single
peak represents the pseudo-cubic phase of KNNS𝑥-BAZ, which contains
the diffused phase formed by R–O–T multi-phase coexistence [24].
Therefore, it can be concluded that the lattice structure of ceramics
undergo a phase transition process of O–T ⟶ R–O–T with the Sb
doping at room temperature.

Further investigation into the tiny distortion of the molecular struc-
ture and chemical bonds of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics is imperative to
comprehend the fundamental physical transformation process with
chemical modifying. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the observed modes can
be separated into external translational modes which relate to A-site
cation (K+, Na+, Bi3+ and Ag+) located mainly at the frequency less
3

than 200 cm−1 and the internal vibrational modes of BO6 octahedra
located at the frequency range of 200–900 cm−1, respectively. The BO6
octahedra consists of six normal vibration 𝛤 = 1𝐴1𝑔(𝜈1) + 1𝐸𝑔(𝜈2) +
2𝐹1𝑢(𝜈3, 𝜈4) + 𝐹2𝑔(𝜈5) + 𝐹2𝑢(𝜈6), where 1A1𝑔(𝜈1) + 1𝐸𝑔(𝜈2) + 2𝐹1𝑢(𝜈3)
represents stretching modes while the others are bending modes. The
𝜈1+𝜈5 mode at about 860 cm−1 is attributed to the anharmonic coupling
of 𝜈1 and 𝜈5 modes [20]. The evolution of lattice dynamics can be
summarized by Raman- and IR-active phonon behavior in the following
discussion.

Multi-Lorentzian oscillator functions were utilized to fit Raman
spectra, as plotted in Fig. 2(a). The sharp modes at 150–300 cm−1 in the
spectra of perovskite are regarded as a fingerprint for the occurrence of
long-range polar order. The shoulder becomes broader which suggests
the increment of short-range polarization. With increasing x value,
the frequencies of 𝜈5 and 𝜈1 exhibit red shifts, while their scattering
intensity gradually decreases. These are due to lattice mismatch caused
by the smaller ionic radius (R𝑆𝑏5+ = 0.61 Å, R𝑁𝑏5+ = 0.64 Å) and
the stronger electronegativity (𝜒𝑆𝑏 = 2.05, 𝜒𝑁𝑏 = 1.59) of Sb5+ cation
compared to the Nb5+ cation [25]. This tendency is due to the decrease
in binding strength caused by the shortening of the distance between
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Fig. 3. (a) The IR spectra of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics with different Sb content at room temperature. Note that some spectra are shifted in intensity for clarity and the shifted values
are displayed at the left bottom. (b) The enlarged IR spectra in the range of 640–800 cm−1. The arrow indicates the location of 𝜈3 phonon mode. (c) The real (𝜀1) and imaginary
(𝜀2) parts of dielectric functions extracted by IR spectra. The inset displays the experimental (dotted) and the best fitting (line) spectra from the ceramic with x = 0. (d)–(g)
Frequency variations of some typical IR-active phonons with increasing Sb content. (h) The comparison of Raman-active and IR-active vibration modes for the ceramics with x = 0
and 0.10, respectively.
Fig. 4. (a) The roughness image from the ceramic with x = 0 by AFM measurement. (b) The experimental ellipsometric (dots) and the best fitting (solid lines) Psi (𝛹 ) and Delta
(𝛥) spectra from the ceramic with x = 0. (c) The derived real (𝜀1) and imaginary (𝜀2) parts of dielectric functions extracted by ellipsometric spectra. (d) The optical band gap (E𝑔)
as a function of Sb content.
Nb5+ and its coordinated oxygen. Furthermore, the lower wavenumber
of 𝜈1 mode signifies the weaker average polarizability of Nb ions and
weaker distortion of NbO6 units. The blue shift of 𝜈1+𝜈5 mode can
be associated to the different local possible superstructures from the
random distribution of Sb5+ cation [26]. Both the evolution of 𝜈 and
4

1

𝜈1+𝜈5 modes indicate the gradual increased average crystal symmetry
of KNN-based ceramics, which is consistent with XRD analysis. Note
that both of the slope of 𝜈1 and 𝜈1+𝜈5 frequency exhibit anomalous
changes when x increases to 0.06, which would be a sign for the
symmetry breaking and structural transformation to high-symmetry
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ordered. Hence, the addition of Sb5+ would enhance the local covalency
and induce local heterogeneity, which are responsible to the optimized
piezoelectricity.

Fig. 3(a) displays the IR reflection spectra of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceram-
ics at room temperature. The reflectivity gradually increases in the
low wavenumbers due to the possibility of dynamic disorder [27].
Noted that the stretching mode 𝜈3 of BO6 octahedra which locates at
around 720 cm−1, can be distinguished in the enlarged IR spectra in
Fig. 3(b). While the intensity of 𝜈3 gradually gets diminished and the
peak position becomes undistinguishable with increasing x value. To
further investigate the effect of Sb doping on the infrared dielectric
functions and IR-active phonon frequency, IR spectra were fitted with
the factorized oscillator model. Due to the small intensity of some
modes from their accidental degeneracy, we only discerned 8 IR-active
phonon modes of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics. The well-fitted result of x = 0
sample is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(c). Furthermore, the dielectric
functions can be obtained by Fresnel’s formula [28]: 𝑅 = |

√

𝜀−1
√

𝜀+1
|

2,

is the reflectivity. The real part (𝜀1) and imaginary part (𝜀2) of
nfrared dielectric functions of KNNS𝑥-BAZ are shown in Fig. 3(c).
he ceramics tend to be transparent at the frequency region of 700–
000 cm−1, since the 𝜀2 value is close to zero. In addition, compared
ith the dielectric functions of pure KNN ceramic in Buixaderas’s report

27], the maximum 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 values shift toward lower frequency
bviously, which result from the chaotic internal structure by the
andom distribution of A and B-site cations in KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramic.
oreover, the variation trends of typical IR-active phonon frequency
ith Sb content are displayed in Fig. 3(d)–(g). The mode at 360 cm−1

an be ascribed to the B-O bending bonds in the octahedral vibrations,
hile the other modes at 560 cm−1, 640 cm−1, and 710 cm−1 are
ainly caused by the octahedral stretching vibrations. The frequencies

f four modes decrease as the Sb content increases, and their phonon
requency slopes exhibit noticeable shifts when x increases to 0.06. It
ndicates the remarkable rearrangement of lattice structure, which is
lso consistent with the Raman results. Based on the above analysis, the
aman and IR-active modes of x = 0 and 0.10 ceramics are summarized

n Fig. 3(h) for comparison. The diagram clearly presents the origin of
honon modes and intuitively reflects the influence of Sb doping on
attice vibrational.

.2. The abrupt variations from interband electronic transition and dielec-
ric function at light frequency

Generally, the internal BO6 octahedron of perovskite can determine
ts band structure and dominate the dielectric behavior. The varia-
ions of optical properties, such as reflectivity and dielectric constants,
re related with the electronic band structure. Hence, the structural
ransition can be judged by the dielectric properties and electronic
ransition [29]. First, the roughness of ceramic with x = 0 is confirmed
s 6.87 nm according to the AFM image in Fig. 4(a). A three-layer
tructure of air/surface rough layer/ceramic was constructed to evalu-
te the ellipsometric spectra. Note that the surface rough layer is cited
y Brüggeman effective medium approximation [30], which contains
0% void component and 50% ceramic material. The dielectric function
as determined by a single Tauc–Lorentz (T–L) oscillator dispersion

elation, which can disclose the band gap (E𝑔) of ceramics. The T–
model can be expressed as 𝜀1(E) = 𝜀∞+ 2

𝜋 P∫ ∞
𝐸𝑔

𝜉𝜋𝜀2(𝜉)
𝜉2−𝐸2 𝑑𝜉, 𝜀2(𝐸) =

𝐴𝐸𝑛𝐶(𝐸−𝐸𝑔 )2

(𝐸2−𝐸𝑛
2)2+𝐶2𝐸2

1
𝐸 (𝐸 ≥ 𝐸𝑔), 𝜀2(𝐸) = 0 (E < 𝐸𝑔), where P refers to

the Cauchy principal part of the integral, 𝜀∞ is the high frequency
ielectric constant, and E is the incident photon energy. The parameter
, E𝑛, and C is the amplitude, peak position energy and broadening

erm of the T–L oscillator, respectively [31]. The best-fitting parameters
re listed in Table 1 and the reasonable fitting result was shown
n Fig. 4(b). Although the roughness difference between AFM and
5

E results appears, the phenomena could be reasonable due to the
Table 1
The best-fitting parameters in the Tauc–Lorentz oscillator for SE at room temperature.
Note that the error bars are also listed with parentheses.

Sample 𝜀∞ A E𝑛 C E𝑔 Roughness
(𝑥) (eV) (eV) (eV) (nm)

0 1.21 314.99 4.73 2.26 3.80 9.23
(0.25) (7.12) (0.17) (0.21) (0.07) (0.26)

0.02 2.38 238.97 4.72 1.58 3.82 5.31
(0.19) (4.88) (0.10) (0.13) (0.07) (0.27)

0.04 1.42 358.75 4.50 2.22 3.83 7.46
(0.26) (9.23) (0.22) (0.20) (0.06) (0.23)

0.06 1.19 407.05 4.35 2.32 3.87 7.60
(0.29) (1.33) (0.31) (0.23) (0.06) (0.25)

0.08 2.17 290.98 4.63 1.65 3.93 11.27
(0.12) (4.87) (0.09) (0.09) (0.05) (0.18)

0.10 2.67 234.58 4.78 1.51 3.98 13.28
(0.22) (8.66) (0.17) (0.19) (0.03) (0.40)

different detected regions and areas from the above macro and/or
micro experimental techniques. The maximum value of 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 of

NNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics is located in the high-energy region in Fig. 4(c),
hich implies the evolution from transmission to absorption as photon
nergy enhances to the band gap. Both two parts of dielectric functions
radually decrease with increasing Sb content, which are influenced by
he shrinkage of BO6 structure after Sb5+ occupying part of Nb5+. In
ddition, the band gap can be deduced from the non-absorbing region
f spectra, which is shown as the model parameter E𝑔 value in Table 1.
or KNN crystal, the top bands of valence band maximum are derived
rom the hybridization of O-2p and Nb-4p orbits, while the bottom of
onduction band minimum mainly consists of the Nb-4p orbits [32].
ith the replacement of Sb5+, the bottom of conduction bands will

hift to higher energy states, leading to the enlargement of the band
ap of ceramics. From Fig. 4(d), it can be seen that E𝑔 remains on
moderate upward trend with low x content and then dramatically

ncreases when the case of x > 0.06 appears. Hence, the anomalous
ariation of E𝑔 demonstrates the variation of lattice structure from
he phase transformation between x = 0.04 and 0.06 in KNNS𝑥-BAZ
eramics.

.3. Identification of local structural heterogeneity

Due to the fact that the numerous grain distribution and the intra-
ranular stresses existed in grain boundaries, the phase transitions of
iezoceramic are the gradual process, not as rapid as single crystals.
ence, some phases may be indiscernible when they diffuse into the
ajority phase element. Nevertheless, the changes of internal modes

ssociated with BO6 octahedron in heterophase could lead to the mod-
fication of Raman spectra. Therefore, the phase distribution can be
uided by distinguishing phonon traits of BO6 in a given material [33].
oreover, the atomic-resolution polarization mapping of material can

ffectively identify polar nanoregions with multi-phase coexistence
34,35], which provides an absolute advantage in displaying the phase
tructure of relaxor ferroelectrics.

First of all, we study the phase coexistence of x = 0 ceramic at
oom temperature by micro-Raman imaging. Features from average
cattering intensity ratio of I 𝜈2/I 𝜈1 in Fig. 5(a) and Raman shift of 𝜈2 in
ig. 5(b) in the detected region were collected to obtain the Raman
apping images. The variations of these two features are reflected

y the color intensity distribution in the selected region. Due to the
ntrinsic phase difference and the internal stress inhomogeneity, the
appings shows the obvious color partition and have the similar spatial
istribution. From the color combination, three irregular regions can
e observed and delimited with black dotted lines for clarity. As
een in Fig. 5(c–e), the corresponding Raman spectra at the range of
00–800 cm−1 from three typical points of A, B, and C in different
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Fig. 5. The Raman mapping of x = 0 ceramic in a selected region. (a) The average Raman intensity ratio mapping of I 𝜈2 /I 𝜈1 . (b) The Raman frequency mapping of 𝜈2 phonon
mode. The black dashed lines sketch the separation boundary of different phase morphologies. The yellow dashed lines mark the irregular heterophase regions in the mappings.
(c–e) The experimental Raman spectra (dots) and fitting results (red lines) in the range of 400–800 cm−1 corresponding to A, B, and C points in the left image, respectively. The
positions of the blue and green peaks represent the location of 𝜈2 and 𝜈1 phonon, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Local symmetry and polarization mapping inside nanodomains from the ceramic with x = 0.06. (a) Atomically resolved HAADF-STEM image along ⟨100⟩ zone axes. The
dashed lines delineate the nanodomains denoted by purple (R/O) and white (T) arrows. (b) The schematic project of the polarization vector along ⟨100⟩ zone axis, the T phase
shows the vector along (001)𝑝𝑐 , while the R and O phases exhibit the vector along (110)𝑝𝑐 . (c–d) The magnified images of R/O phases and T phase region from (a) to show the
cation displacements. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
regions are fitted with two Lorentzian peaks to explore the structural
heterogeneity. An obvious red shift of 𝜈2 phonon frequency from 572.0
to 554.2 cm−1 is relevant to the difference of polarization orientation
6

in the selected area. According to the XRD results as mentioned in
Part 3.1, the phase structure is confirmed as O-T phase coexistence for
the ceramic with x = 0 in macroscopic. It has been reported that the
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anti-symmetric 𝜈2 phonon mode will be magnified when the perovskite
rone to orthorhombic phase, which is caused by the undermining of
attice symmetry. The frequency will be reduced when it tends to the
etragonal lattice. In addition, due to the symmetric characteristic of
1 mode, the frequency almost remains stable at ∼609 cm−1 in three

regions. Hence, three irregular areas can be divided into O phase, O-
T phase, and T phase, respectively. Moreover, the phase distribution
presents a dispersive multi-phase coexistence, such as the diffused
regions in few tens nanometer size with yellow dashed lines in Fig. 5(a–
b), instead of a clearly-defined and dense state in other study [33]. As a
result, the occurrence of the structural heterogeneity provides a strong
spectroscopic indication for the phase coexistence of ceramic and the
phase of x = 0 ceramic has been distinguished from nanometer level to
micron-level by Raman mapping measurement.

When the R phase diffuses in O–T phase, the ferroelectric state will
form a slush nano-polar state with several nano-sized regions to min-
imize the domain-wall energy. This state provides lower polarization
anisotropy, enabling easy polarization rotation and serves as the pri-
mary basis for acquiring high piezoelectric properties [36]. However,
the laser spot diameter is ∼1 μm in the Raman mapping experiment,
which cannot detect the R–O–T nanoscale multi-phase coexistence in a
higher resolution. Actually, the Raman mapping of x = 0.06 ceramic
as also been detected in experiment. However, the results show the
elative uniform distributions with few phonon intensity variations,
hich cannot distinguish phase distribution as Fig. 5. Hence, we carried
ut the HAADF-STEM image to clearly identify the phase structure and
ocal symmetry of KNNS𝑥-BAZ composition of x = 0.06 ceramic. The
omain structures are determined according to the projected displace-
ent of B-site cation (the brighter spot) relative to its four nearest
eighboring A-site cations (the darker spots), in which the atom dis-
lacement vectors are indicated by the yellow arrows in Fig. 6. The
AADF-STEM image is along ⟨100⟩ zone axis, which suggests that the
olarization vector of T phase is along (001)𝑝𝑐 , while the vector of R/O
hase is along (110)𝑝𝑐 , as shown in the schematic project in Fig. 6(b).
ccording to the detailed polarization vectors among different phases

n Fig. 6(c–d), we delineated the phase distribution with the purple
ashed lines for R/O phase and the white dashed lines for T phase
n Fig. 6(a). About 6–12 nm size atomic displacement clusters have
een detected for the ceramic with x = 0.06. These clusters alternately
rrange in the local structure and connect by the matrixes with weak
isplacement, which lead to the pseudo-cubic average structure for the
ase of x = 0.06. In addition, the presence of nanoscale clusters prone to
asily switch by an external electric field, which make a strong extrinsic
ontribution for its promoted piezoelectric properties.

.4. Anomalous temperature dependent behaviors from phonon modes

The phonon characteristics such as frequency, the full width of half
aximum (FWHM), and recent concerned depolarization ratio of Ra-
an spectra are the effective parameters to explore the first-order phase

ransition, lattice distortion, and molecular vibration geometry [19,
0,37]. Next, the plentiful phase transition evolution and the precise
ransition points were distinguished by studying the phonon char-
cteristics with the polarized and unpolarized scattering geometries.
ig. 7(a) gives the intuitive temperature-dependent Raman spectra
ntensity mapping from the ceramic with x = 0 in the range of 80–
20 K. With increasing the temperature, the peak position of the
ain phonon modes present the red shift trend, while the phonon
idth are broadening. The overall ferroic distortion of KNNS𝑥-BAZ

perovskite structure can be attributed to two main local distortions of
the off-center shifts of B-site cations and BO6 octahedral tilts. Thus,
the temperature-dependent frequency and FWHM of 𝜈6 and 𝜈1 char-
acteristic phonon modes, which are related to the lattice distortions,
were further investigated to elucidate the composition dependence of
7

the temperature-driven coupling process.
The perturbation model, which indicates the relationship between
phonon frequency and temperature, can be expressed as: 𝜔(T ) = 𝜔0+
𝛥𝜔𝐸(T ) + 𝛥𝜔𝐴(T ), where 𝜔0 is the frequency at 0 K, 𝛥𝜔𝐸(T ) and
𝛥𝜔𝐴(T ) are the shift change by lattice thermal expansion and anhar-
monic coupling of phonon, respectively [38]. In addition, 𝛥𝜔𝐸(T ) is a
negative value due to the volume expansion in the thermal process. Ac-
cording to the above formula, the frequency of phonon should exhibit a
red shift with increasing temperature. Hence, the decreasing frequency
between 80 K and 170 K in Fig. 7(b) can be reasonably attributed
to thermal expansion of the lattice and anharmonic phonon–phonon
interactions. However, the anomalous behaviors could be observed
for 𝜈6 and 𝜈1 vibrational modes around the critical temperatures. For
nstance, the sudden blue-shift of 𝜈6 mode at 170 K cannot only be
xplained by the thermal effects, which is supposed to be a phase
ransformation in this temperature. With the heating process, the next
nomalous shift in temperature-dependent frequency occurs at 420–
30 K. The dashed line at 420 K exhibits the sudden changes of 𝜈1
nd 𝜈6 frequency slopes. Another similar shift occurs at 600 K of 𝜈6
honon modes, which implies another phase transformation at a higher
emperature. Hence, the temperature of each phase transition for x = 0
an be acquired about 170 K, 420 K, and 600 K, respectively. Similarly,
s shown in Fig. 7(d) and (f), the structural transition points from the
ase of x = 0.06 ceramic can be determined at 310 K and 470 K, and
he transition points of x = 0.10 are 280 K and 350 K, respectively.

Furthermore, the corresponding FWHM of phonon modes are de-
icted in Fig. 7(c), (e) and (g). Temperature-dependent FWHM value
an be expressed by 𝛤 (T ) = 𝛤0 + A[1 + n(𝜔1,T ) + n(𝜔2,T )], where
0 is the broadening of background derived from the disorder of

attice, A is the anharmonic coefficient, and n(𝜔,T ) is the Bose–Einstein
istribution function, which presents positive relation with temperature
39]. Hence, the value of FWHM will keep increasing in the heating
rocess. However, the perturbation of the translational symmetry al-
ays occurs at the phase transition and generates the discontinuous

endency of FWHM. From Fig. 7(c), the increasing evolutions of 𝜈6 and
𝜈1 modes are ascribed to the anharmonic effect by temperature in the
whole temperature region. However, the distinct deviations of slope
in 170 K, 420 K, and 600 K indicate that three anharmonicities have
occurred and are accompanied with the considerable phonon damping,
which can originate from the significant structural transformations.
Similarly, the transition temperature of other KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics also
can be deduced by the FWHM evolutions (not shown). In addition, it
is worth mentioning that the inset in Fig. 7(g) is the area proportion
of 𝜈1 phonon mode after the area normalization of Raman spectra.
The Area% value presents the abrupt change at the same temperature
point with phonon frequency and FWHM evolutions. The evidence of
phase transition, which is verified through the frequency shift, FWHM,
and Area% in the heating process, is fundamentally related to the
thermally induced symmetry rearrangement and the reassignment of
the symmetry operation after the phase transition.

Note that the polarized Raman scattering have been regarded as
the important method to elucidate the chemical effect on the crys-
tal atomic dynamics with the temperature-driven coupling process.
Especially, the depolarization ratio (𝜌𝑙) from I𝑉 𝐻/I𝑉 𝑉 in double cross-
polarized geometries has been confirmed as the unique technique in
determining the symmetry property of the vibrational mode, except
for the phonon frequency and FWHM [20]. It can provide further
information on the development of ferric long-range ordered domains
[40]. It can be depicted by 𝜌𝑙 =

3𝛽2

45�̄�+4𝛽2 , where �̄� is the average value of
molecular polarizability and 𝛽2 is the degree of molecular anisotropy. In
terms of the KNNS𝑥-BAZ polycrystalline ferroelectric, we can suppose
that the region that Raman laser irradiated has m crystal grains with
different orientations, and each of which contains n𝑖 domains with
the same polarization orientation. The total number of domains (N)
in the irradiated area is expressed as: N = n1 + n2 +⋯+n𝑚. Hence,
the average value of molecular polarizability of polycrystal can be
derived to: �̄�(𝜇) = 1 ∑𝑚 ∑𝑛𝑖 𝛼𝑖𝑗 (𝜇). Since the different polarized
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑗=1
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Fig. 7. (a) Temperature-dependent Raman scattering intensity mapping. Temperature-dependent phonon frequency and the corresponding FWHM evolutions of 𝜈1 and 𝜈6 vibration
modes of the ceramics (b–c) x = 0, (d–e) x = 0.06, and (f–g) x = 0.10 from 80–720 K. The inset in (g) is the area proportion of 𝜈1 phonon mode after area normalization. The
dashed lines indicate the temperature locations of anomalous phonon variation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Temperature-dependent depolarization ratio from the ceramics with (a) x = 0 and (b) x = 0.08 in regard to 𝜈1 phonon mode with the polarized Raman scattering,
respectively.
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Fig. 9. Phase diagram of KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics with different Sb content. The phase transformation temperatures in the present work are marked with the symbols ○ for unpolarized
and ★ for polarized Raman scattering results. The points in the shadow represent the phase transition temperatures with the new phase boundary.
variants of R phase along ⟨111⟩ zone axis, O phase along ⟨110⟩ zone
axis, and T phase along ⟨001⟩ zone axis, the �̄�(𝜇) must have disparity in
the different ferroelectric phase coexistence for KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics.
Therefore, the 𝜌𝑙 of polycrystal could efficiently demonstrate the lattice
symmetry evolution during the phase transition process. The variations
of 𝜌𝑙 value with the temperature from the ceramics with x = 0 and 0.08
were plotted in Fig. 8. The increased 𝜌𝑙 values of two ceramics indicate
that the deviation of the molecule from spherical to linear shape with
increasing the temperature [41]. Hence, three discontinuous changes
of the polarization state at 175 K, 430 K, and 590 K for the ceramic
with x = 0, result from the occurrence of new polarized domains by
phase transitions. In comparison, the symmetry-breaking temperature
of the ceramic with x = 0.08 are confirmed as 310 K and 390 K,
which are consistent with temperature-dependent unpolarized Raman
spectra. It should be noted that when the temperature increases to
Curie point, the high symmetry cubic phase will generate and lead
to the broadening peaks from 200–800 cm−1. In this case, modes will
become overlapped and indistinguishable in our fitting process at high
temperature, the fitting results of 𝜈1 phonon mode will be affected by
other phonon modes and not be effectively separated. Hence, some
unresolvable errors are generated in Fig. 8. Nevertheless, the 𝜌𝑙 values
significantly jump at Curie point and then maintain a certain level,
which proves that the 𝜌𝑙 of polycrystal could efficiently determine the
phase transition and the lattice symmetry evolution by specifying the
temperature dependence.

3.5. The phase transition ordering with phonon thermodynamics

Based on the deep analysis of the phonon characteristic including
frequency, line width, and the depolarization ratio, the first-order
phase transitions process of Sb doping KNNS𝑥-BAZ ceramics have been
concluded in Fig. 9. As can be seen in the phase diagram, the in-
corporation of Sb in B-site presents a significant effect on the TC,
TO−T, and TR−O. Especially, the TO−T and TR−O completely converge to
room temperature when x surpasses a certain degree of content, which
implies the formation of NPB in KNNS -BAZ ceramic. The construction
9

𝑥

of NPB has been confirmed as the primary basis for acquiring high
piezoelectric properties in niobate-based materials. On the one hand,
the local heterogeneous structure has been confirmed by the spatial
distribution of phonon traits and atom-resolution polar vector state.
The nanoscale polarized clusters revealed by STEM image guarantee
an easy polarization rotation, which contributes to a high piezoelectric
coefficient in our previous study [16]. On the other hand, since the
covalent bonding chance of Sb-O is close to 61%, which is larger than
43% from Nb-O [25], the increase of covalency of Sb element can
stiffen the B-O network and inhibit the ferroelectric distortion [15].
In other words, the long-range ferroelectric ordering in KNNS𝑥-BAZ
ceramics can be remained until x is beyond 0.06. Nevertheless, an
increase in Sb content results in a contraction of the BO6 octahedron
due to the different ionic radii between Sb5+ and Nb5+. The anomalous
changes in phonon frequency and electronic transition can be attributed
to the increased local stress fields, which further aggravate the short-
range ferroelectric order and is responsible for the weak piezoelectricity
of ceramics.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a new phase boundary with R–O–T multi-phase coex-
istence of 0.96(K0.48Na0.52) (Nb1−𝑥Sb𝑥)O3-0.04(Bi0.5Ag0.5)ZrO3 piezo-
ceramic was successfully constructed with Sb incorporation. We mainly
focus on disclosing the structure evolution mechanisms of this
compound-optimized lead-free ceramics by macro-spectral and mi-
croscopic structure techniques. We reveal that the chemical-modify
induced oxygen octahedrons motion leads to anomalous Raman and
IR-active phonon evolutions, accompanied with the sharp rise of op-
tical E𝑔 and dielectric function. In addition, the local heterogeneous
structure of ceramic was identified in mesoscopic scale, according to
the spatial distributions of average Raman intensity ratio of I 𝜈2/I 𝜈1
and Raman shift of 𝜈2 phonon. The detected 6–12 nm size atomic
displacement clusters revealed by atom-resolution polar vectors in mi-
croscopic dimension, are the direct evidence for excellent piezoelectric
performance. Furthermore, the analysis of unpolarized and polarized
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phonon thermodynamics give a macroscopic phase transition ordering.
The present study would lead to clearly understanding of multi-scale
structural properties of KNN-based ceramics, which is the physical
origins of high-performance piezoelectricity.
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